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Fuel Storage Management Solutions

Wetstock Live: 
The smartest wetstock
intelligence

Petromonitor has exclusive access to Leighton O’Brien’s Wetstock Live
solution that builds on their existing wetstock management expertise
based on 56,000 analysis on more than 20,000 underground fuel
storage tanks per month.

Wetstock Live provides real-time, accurate and actionable network-level
information on a singular management software platform to optimise
maintenance and environmental compliance for all brands of equipment.

Proprietary analytics identifies fuel leakage faster and more accurately via
unique smart alarms including sudden loss, short term analysis and quiet
time assessment which identifies fuel loss during non-sales hours.
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Sudden loss alarms
Short term analysis
Quiet time assessment
SIR results 

Meter drift analysis
Dispenser performance
ATG accuracy
Real water alarms
Tank gauge calibration

Delivery verification
Inventory visibility
Cross-delivery contamination 

Realtime features 

Multiple leak detection methods:

Equipment performance reporting:

Inventory management tools:
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Traditional statistical
inventory reconciliation
(SIR/SIRA)

Wetstock Daily
Petromonitor’s Wetstock Daily monitoring service is a popular package
that screens all fuel tank systems for losses daily, providing full weekly
analysis and monthly compliance reporting. 

The depth and accuracy of our analysis means we can identify the root
cause of fuel variances, ensuring your sites remain compliant while
minimising the cost of fuel losses. 

Using statistical trend analysis, we apply more than 80 algorithms over
daily inventory, sales and delivery data to provide a certified monthly
compliance result including a PASS, FAIL or INCONCLUSIVE. 

We are certified to process accurate results with only 26 days of data,
which sets the industry standard for leak detection and fuel loss
monitoring. In fact, networks using our software have reduced their fuel
losses by between 10% – 32%. 

Wetstock Daily is more than just compliance... It’s a way to identify and
reduce fuel losses, better manage equipment maintenance and increase
profitability.

Wetstock Monthly
Petromonitor's Wetstock Monthly monitoring service is tailored for
commercial or home-base clients who require a compliant  system that
operates over and above their normal wetstock processes. 

Once a month the entire network is analysed to ensure that all systems are
experiencing normal fuel trends. Any systems that have high losses are
flagged, diagnosed and highlighted in comprehensive reporting platforms.

For more information on Petromonitor’s wetstock monitoring services 
visit www.petromonitor.co.za or call +27 21 671 9312

Wetstock
Monitoring
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Minimize environmental risks through
centralised, ongoing fuel loss
monitoring and leak detection 

Simple compliance reporting providing
accurate SIR results 

Tank gauge calibration in software to
detect real losses 

Unmatched analytics and intelligence
applying more than 80 algorithms 

Frequent analysis periods tailored to
your budget and risk profile

Key features and

benefits


